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Abstract
Social media are online accommodations where users can interact with other users, which has
become a phenomenon that has grown and completely exploded over the past decade. Companies
are well aware of this and has invested a large amount of resources in order to establish a better
contact with their customers. Companies have several different fields of applications with social
media such as gathering information, promotion, communicating with customers and reach out to
desired audience effectively. Millennials are the generation who most frequently use social media
and also grown up during the phenomenon's development. Previous research has shown that
companies have had difficulties in reaching out to the millennial generation. This thesis purpose is
to gain a deeper understanding of how companies can use social media to facilitate the
segmentation process and effectively reach out to the millennial generation. Therefor two research
questions have been established. The two research questions have been answered with assistance
from relevant theory and research in the subject area.
A case study was applied for the study, where the data was gathered from two focus groups
discussing the social media platform Facebook. Each focus group consisted of eight participants
within the millennial generation containing basic knowledge in marketing. The study’s result
indicates millennials to follow (and thereby self-segment themselves) influential profiles they have
a personal interest towards. However, Facebook is not the platform where the millennials follow
these profiles. The study also indicates the best way to capture millennials interest on Facebook is
through short, humorous videos with an interest capturing beginning. The study’s results also show
millennia’s have a low interest in interacting with companies on Facebook.
Keywords: Social Media, Segmentation, Customer engagement, Millennial Generation, Facebook,
Self Segmentation, Influential Profiles, sponsored Content, Suggested Posts.

Sammanfattning
Sociala medier är onlineplatser där personer kan interagera med varandra. Detta fenomen har vuxit
i en accelererande fart under de senaste decenniet och fångat stort intresse hos företag som lägger
massiva resurser på att få en bättre kontakt med sina kunder. Företag har åtskilda
användningsområden av sociala medier, som till exempel att samla kundinformation, marknadsföra
sig, kommunicera med kunder och att nå ut till en önskad målgrupp. Millennials är den
generationen som flitigast använder sociala medier och har växt upp under fenomenets utveckling.
Tidigare forskning visar att företag har haft svårigheter med att nå ut till millennial generationen.
Denna uppsats syfte är därför att ge en djupare förståelse om hur företag kan använda sig av sociala
medier för att förenkla segmenteringsprocessen och nå ut till millennial generationen. För att få en
djupare förståelse inom område, har vi formulerat två forskningsfrågor. Forskningsfrågorna har i
sin tur blivit besvarade med ståndpunkt i relevant teori och forskning inom området.
Studien utfördes som en fallstudie, där informationen samlades in från två fokusgrupper som
diskuterade Facebook. Vardera fokusgrupp bestod av åtta deltager inom millennial generationen,
med grundläggande marknadsförings kunskaper. Studiens resultat indikerar på att millennial
generationen följer (och där igenom själv-segmenterar sig själva) inflytande profiler de finner ett
personligt intresse för. Dock är Facebook inte den plattform de använder för att följa dessa profiler.
Vidare indikerar studien att det bästa sättet att fånga millennial generationens intresse är genom en
kort, roligt video, där något intressant händer under de första sekunderna. Studiens resultat visar
även att millennial generation inte har något större intresse av att interagera med företag på
Facebook.
Nyckelord: Social Media, Segmentering, Kundkontakt, Millennial Generationen, Facebook, SjälvSegmentering, Inflytelserika Profiler, Förslagna Inlägg.
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1. Introduction
This chapter features the topic of this thesis. The existent research on the subject and a general
description of suitable areas which are related to the subject matter are discussed in the
background.

1.1 Background
In formulating a marketing strategy, there are traditionally three areas that operates as a framework.
The three areas are segmentation, targeting and positioning (Desarbo, Grewal & Scott, 2008).
Segmenting is the process of grouping together customers based on one or more variables; targeting
is the decision process on which segment to focus on; and positioning is the process of designing
the marketing program that will match the necessities in the target segment (Dibb & Simkin, 2001).
Segmentation was first introduced by Smith (1965), and has since become an established marketing
theory (Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore, 2013). Dibb, Venter, and Wright (2015) explain
segmentation as a method to group together customers with similar product preferences and buying
behaviors so the company can focus their resources on a homogeneous target audience and operate
more efficient by focusing on just them. According to Pandey and Pathak (2013) there are four
basic variables when analyzing a person’s characteristics to place them in a segment; geography,
demographics, psychographics, and their behavior.
When companies are performing market segmentation, there are four basic criteria. First, the
segment cannot be fictive and must exist in a real environment. Secondly, it must be possible to
repeatedly and consistently identify the segment. Thirdly, the segments cannot change too much
over time, and finally, it need to be possible to efficiently reach the segment by targeting
distribution and communication initiatives. (Pandey & Pathak, 2013)
The application areas for segmentation is to improve targeting effectiveness and improving the
company's response to changes in customer needs and behavior (Quinn & Dibb, 2010).
Unfortunately, companies often face difficulties with segmentation. Market segmentation
programs often fail or end up to not being worth it, considering the amount of time and money
needed when analyzing the customer's needs and behavior. Despite segmentations long academic
heritage, research has not completely understood how segmentation actually extends in
organizations and constantly fails to tell how it work in the practice. (Dibb, Venter, & Wright,
2015) The result from a segmentation process does not always result in a homogeneous segment
of customers (Dibb & Simkin, 2001). In practice, companies often apply several different
segmentations bases at the same time (Foedermayr & Diamantopoulos, 2008). Where the specific
choices of segmentation bases are often decided by what is possible instead of what is desirable
(Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore, 2013).
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According to Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013), marketing managers have in recent years
been able to pursue an ever more precise method. Instead of using pure demographic characteristics
in the segmentation process, they are now able to integrating other variables such as attitudes,
lifestyle and values. During the past decade, the information marketers use in the segmentation
strategy has undergone a change. The reason for this is the explosion of data the social media has
provided. The potential of the data for segmenting has not gone unobserved by companies.
Companies can gain customer insight from consumers sharing their consumptions and experience
of a product, which has opened up many possibilities for their segmenting strategy. (ibid.)
Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013) argue that social medias’ insight information provides both
customers opinion on the companies and characteristics of specific individuals and topics.
Within social media, companies have been exploring ways to tackle the barriers in order to fully
take advantage of the data that social media generates. An example of this, is that companies have
devoted teams that focus on gaining an understanding of the customers. (ibid.)
If companies could access data generated by social media and use it, companies could see that
social media have the potential to help the process of choosing which segments to focus on, since
social media can deliver data in real time. Another advantage of this is the combine insight of
consumers’ social media behavior which help companies engage with customers. (Canhoto, Clark
& Fennemore, 2013)
Segmentation is applicable in many different areas such as, product innovation, marketing,
distribution approach and customer relationship management (CRM) (Canhoto, Clark &
Fennemore, 2013). According to Rad et al. (2015); Baksi (2015), CRM is a management strategy
that focuses on maintaining relationships with customers in term to create value and profit in the
long term.
A new generation has in the recent year entered the labor market. It is the millennial generation,
which are people born between 1980-2000. (DeVaney, 2015) The millennials will also dominate
the consumption market on the Internet, and they have a fundamental part in the development of
marketing communication within social media (Smith, 2011).
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1.2 Problem Discussion
Recently, there has been a new dimension of CRM that focuses on customer engagement through
social media, which has revolutionized the way companies interact with customers (Choudhury &
Harrigan, 2014). Stone and Woodcock (2013) mention how social intelligence can help companies
obtain a better and more valid insight into customer’s thoughts and feelings about their product.
Social intelligence is also used to understand how marketing actions may affect consumers’
behavior, and provide a more effective capability to engage with the customers. This allows
companies to observe customer behavior and interact with potential customers on social media in
real time (Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore, 2013), where both scholars and practitioners of marketing
has started to become interested in consumer generated content. Consumer generated content is
described as online information that are produced, initiated, circulated and used by consumer, with
the reason to teach each other about products, brands, services, personalities, and problems.
(Williams et al., 2012)
At first, when social media was a new phenomenon, consumer resisted interaction with companies.
Nowadays they have accepted and welcomed them into their social networks. This acceptance has
given companies the ability to target specific consumers both as an individual and as a group. This
has in turn led to social media’s dynamic nature, which give companies the ability to respond
quickly to new customer specific information. (Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore, 2013)
There are obstacles that practitioners of marketing must consider in order to take advantage of the
data available through social media. Therefore, managers must acquire new abilities. Consumers
are accustomed to many different social media platforms for different types of activities. For that
reason, marketers must become knowledgeable about their customer’s activities on social media.
(Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore, 2013)
Marketers with more knowledge about social media, can use it more effective during their
segmentation process. Marketers are allowed by social media to observe previously unreachable
information which gives them a wider range of segmentations variables. (Canhoto, Clark &
Fennemore, 2013) Through this, companies can improve their social intelligence by identifying
and segmenting like-minded people into a group (Stone & Woodcock, 2013).
Customer’s activities on internet focus on creating, modifying, sharing, and interacting with each
other. On many occasions, they are discussing various companies, which may have a direct impact
on the company’s reputation, sales and even their survival. (Williams et al., 2012) According to
Hines and Quinn (2005), these discussions may be the key to overcome one of the main problems,
which is customers' behavior and the company’s accuracy of their segmentation. Another
advantage with social media is that it facilitates the segmenting process by letting the user selfsegment when joining various online communities of interest (Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore,
2013).
Social media is an effective tool to get a better customer insight and to engage with customers
about their thoughts and feelings towards the company. This gives companies the opportunity to
find out what people are saying, why and who? Companies now also connect what is happening
3

outside social media, with what is happening on the inside. This helps them to deal with problems,
take advantage of opportunities in real-time, and it also allows them to present tailoring offers to
their customers. (Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore, 2013) According to Maecker, Barrot and Becker
(2016), customer interacting with the brand through social media is generally more profitable.
However, many companies do not take advantage of the benefits that social media offers and there
is a gap between what the technology allows and how marketers use it in practice (Canhoto, Clark
& Fennemore, 2013). Lu, Wang and Maciejewski (2014) point out a problem with the data gained
from social media is that it's noisy and unstructured in its nature, making it challenging and costly
for the companies to extract the information.
According to Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013), another problem with social media as a CRMtool, is the big gap of knowledge on how to do it. There is a lot of unclarified formal and informal
rules which manager frustrate over, such as how to join discussion and engage with selected
customers (ibid.). Short and Reeves (2009) mention, there are unique obstacles to effectively reach
out to millennials, one of these challenges is millennials deficient attention, due to an environment
with constant stimulation has become the norm.
According to Williams et al. (2012) research, Facebook was the most common social media
platform used by millennials. Every day an average of 864 million users log in on their Facebook
accounts and 1.35 billion users is active at least once a month. For business, Facebook has become
an important communication channel to interact with customers, and send out news in general.
Advertising is another capacity that has grown on Facebook and has now become one of the most
important advertising channels in addition to TV, print and radio. (Ballings, Van den Poel &
Bogaert, 2016) Paulin et al. (2014) point out the problem managers and marketers struggle with
regarding the implications on how to communicate on Facebook.

1.3 Overall Purpose and Research Questions
Based on the problem discussion above, the aim of this thesis is to provide a better understanding
on how organizations more effectively should use Facebook both during their segmentation process
and customer engagement with millennials.
RQ1: How should companies cooperate with influential profiles on Facebook to overcome the
obstacles within self-segmentation?
RQ2: What do companies need to take into consideration when communicating with millennials
on Facebook?
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1.4 Overview of Entire Thesis
This is an overview of how the thesis will be structured and the chapters that it will contain:
• CHAPTER 1: Introduction: Is starting with a background which then goes into a problem
discussion. This then leads to the research questions.
• CHAPTER 2: Literature Review: Theories are connected to the presented research questions,
which then results in a conceptual framework.
• CHAPTER 3: Methodology: This chapter motivates the methodological choices made for this
thesis.
• CHAPTER 4: Empirical Data: Is presenting the empirical data.
• CHAPTER 5: Data Analysis: Compares empirical data to the conceptual framework.
• CHAPTER 6: Findings & Conclusions: Presenting the conclusions this study has arrived at,
which is connected to the research questions posed in CHAPTER 1.
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2. Literature Review
This chapter presents several essential studies regarding the overall purpose of this thesis. The
most important studies connecting to the topic are discussed and used to form a conceptual
framework.

2.1 Obstacles when Segmenting while using Social Media
There are many different methods on how to use social media as a segmentation tool. Campbell,
Ferraro and Sands (2014) segment consumers based on their response to social media marketing
via a social network application. Beside looking at users’ attitudes towards marketing on social
media Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy and Sashittal (2015) observe users’ behavior and general use
of social media. Vilnai-Yavetz and Tifferet (2015) instead take another approach and focus on
segmenting the users based on the visual elements they portray in in their profile pictures.
Having a clear picture of the market will help enterprises to take better and more informed targeting
and positioning decisions, which can add clarity in the marketing process. Marketers confirms there
are advantages for a company to segment the market. However, it shows companies often encounter
problems in the implementation of segmentation. (Dibb & Simkin, 2001)
Dibb and Simkin (2001); Quinn and Dibb (2010) discuss that one barrier is companies lack of
financial resources when implementing a suitable collection of the data available on the market.
They also have problems with adapting a segmentation approach. Dibb and Simkin (2001) goes
further and also add that if the information and data is not reliable, objective, and up-to-date about
the customer and the market, it will be useless.
According to Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013), social media has the potential to help
businesses with these barriers that Dibb and Simkin (2001) presented. However, social media
brings other problems and can make businesses feel uncertain in their segmentation process (Ng,
2006). The major problem with social media is how to manage all of the data gained from different
platforms, since consumers use various social media platforms for different purposes (Quinton,
2013). Also if it is beneficial at all to analyze the data considering the time consumption (Canhoto,
Clark & Fennemore, 2013).
Just as people are unique, behave and function in different ways in real life, they also differ from
each other on social media (Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy & Sashittal, 2015). Hodis,
Sriramachandramurthy and Sashittal (2015) present in their article a study about customer’s
behavior on the social media platform Facebook, and they divide the user in four segments based
on their characteristic features through their usage and habits on Facebook. The first segment is the
Entertainment Chaser who uses social networks to escape boredom by frequently consuming small
part of entertaining content. The second segment is the Attention Seekers who can be recognized
as someone who are posting a lot of content of their life and do not concern as much over others
content. The third segment is the Facebook Devotees who have a high level of both posting and
6

consuming content. One of the primary reasons for their active usage on Facebook depend on their
need to find relief from whatever concerns they may have in real life, by gaining support from their
online friends. The last is the Connection Seeker who mainly use Facebook to enhance daily life
friendships. They rarely post anything and use social media mostly when they do not have any
contact with someone in real life. (ibid.)
Lu, Wang and Maciejewski (2014) describe data gathered from social media as noisy and
unstructured in its nature. The noisy data makes it more expensive for companies to obtain
necessary information (ibid.). The uncertainty with the gathered information can be reduced if
businesses are able to take advantage of consumer’s self-segmentation (Ng, 2006). Canhoto, Clark
and Fennemore (2013) also mention that self-segmentation can be the key to overcome these
problems. One way to make use of the self-segmentation is to reach out to individuals who are
outspoken and influencers on social media, their opinions are valued by those who are following
them. This means that a company’s communication with their customers can be more efficient
through influencers. (ibid.)
Campbell, Ferraro and Sands (2014) bring up an issue related to the influential profiles on social
media. For instance; how to find influential social media users, understand how influence flows
through a social media, and how influence affect consumer’s preferences. Colliander and
Erlandsson (2015) talk about how businesses pay influential bloggers to post sponsored content in
their blogs about their products. In their study they ask if consumer care whether bloggers put
endorsing content about a certain product on their blogs or not and what happens to the company
if it is revealed that the content is sponsored (ibid.).

2.2 Customer Relationship Management
Since the arrival of social media a new attribute of CRM has been uncovered, which revolutionized
the way companies interact with customers (Choudhury & Harrigan, 2014). Unfortunately, since
the social media phenomenon is still a relatively young, the question whether social media
interactions between companies and customers are positive remains (Maecker, Barrot & Becker
2016; Trainor et al., 2014).
Maecker, Barrot and Becker (2016) bring up the question if social media effort is worth the time
and money it consumes, if it is translating to more profitable customers, and if the interactions
influence the post-purchase decisions of customers. While Trainor et al. (2014) question if CRM
increase customer loyalty, which contributions does social CRM technologies have on a company's
outcome? What role do CRM processes and technologies have?
An empirical study by Trainor et.al (2014), found a strong connection between CRM on social
media and customer relationship, but it does not give the company a direct competitive advantage
for the company, instead it just facilitates their capabilities to better satisfy the customer’s needs.
Maecker, Barrot and Becker (2016) research concludes that interactions between companies and
customers on social media facilitate the upselling efforts, but increase the number of service request
in this segment of customers.
7

Kumar et al. (2016) mention that investing in developing a social media community such as a
Facebook page can significantly strengthen the relationship to the customers and have an impact
on their profits. However, companies need to take into account the cost of creating and constantly
updating the page. Another component that is crucial for companies to take into consideration is
the knowledge of how customers respond to the content that the company puts on their social media
page. They also need to consider how to make their engagement effective and whether certain
groups of customers can benefit more from a company's social engagement effort. (ibid.)
One finding in Kumar et al. (2016) report, was that social media marketing does matters. However,
manager should use it to communicate and nurture their relationships with customers. According
to Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013), one considerable problem of using social media in CRM
is the gap of knowledge on how to communicate and engage with selected customers.
According to Smith (2011), there is a massive concern that customers find some sort of digital
marketing to be intrusive and annoying. Marketing strategies need to be formed in order to engage
customer instead of annoy them (ibid.). Smith (2011) research investigate millennials preferences
in which online advertising strategy companies should use, which attention-grabbing digital
marketing strategies they should use, and what successfully motivates a millennial to write peer
reviews.
Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy and Sashittal (2015) mentions advertising on Facebook perform
poorly in comparison with traditional side-panel ads. Taylor, Lewin and Strutton (2011) mention a
study where only 22 percent of the participants has a positive attitude towards advertisement on
social media and eight percent has left a social media platform since. According to Keyzer, Dens
and Pelsmacker (2015), the personal relevance is crucial on social media when engaging with
customers, and lack of relevance is one of the largest reasons for advertisement avoidance.

2.3 Facebook
Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy and Sashittal (2015) mention, the main use of Facebook are social
interactions. There are many different ways for a user to use Facebook. If a user were to change
his or her profile picture or “comment” on something, it is displayed on the individual's friends
Facebook page and even friends- friends' Facebook page, creating interaction between users.
(Ballings, Van den Poel & Bogaert, 2016) Maier et al. (2015) mention some characteristic of
millennials is that they are independent, self-confident and self-expressive, which can be described
as they want some form of benefit from their action.
Paulin et al. (2014) address the problem of marketers and managers lack of understanding when it
comes to the implications of Facebook as a social media platform. From this problem, strategies
on how to interact with users on Facebook has aroused. One strategy focusses on adapting the
characteristics such as length, type and timing of a post in order to increase the number of
interactions which leads to the post reaching more users. Another strategy instead concentrates on
user’s entire behavioral pattern and how to reform the effectiveness of all of a user’s posting
8

behavior. This could be done by determining the optimal amount of photos, links, videos, status
updates, to post, determine which pages a user should “like”, or in which paste users should post
something new. (Ballings, Van den Poel & Bogaert, 2016)

2.4. Conceptual Framework
A theory that will be in the background and present as a base for both research questions is Maier
et al. (2015) description of millennials characteristics. The theory will be important as it will help
us understand the millennials on a more detailed level.

2.4.1 Conceptualization of RQ1
Research question one explain how companies could use social media profiles in order to reach out
to millennials to facilitate their self-segmentation process.
Quinton (2013) brought up the problem on how social media users behavior and identities change
depending on which social media they are on. While analyzing the gathered data users’ behavior
and intention can change depending on which social media platform they use, which need to be
taken into account.
Self segmentation as Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013) mention will act as a framework. It
will be interesting to know how users of social media think when deciding to follow a profile and
thereby self-segment themselves. Thereafter, this study can analyze how the companies can adopt
to influential profiles behavior and how it can be used for business advantage. Campbell, Ferraro
and Sands (2014) discuss the problem in finding these influential profiles. They also discussed
problems within, how the influence flow through social media, and how influence affect
consumers’ preferences. These problems will be used as a framework since it would be interesting
to get millennials point of view on the subject.
Campbell, Ferraro and Sands (2014) segments are divided based on their openness to social media
marketing. Colliander and Erlandsson (2015) raise the question on how sponsored blog-posts are
perceived by readers, their results show that the blogger loses credibility among consumers, but
the companies is not affected. Colliander and Erlandsson (2015) questions will be adapted to the
thesis area, and instead ask how the sponsored posts are perceived by millennials on Facebook. For
the research question one, the millennials traits that Maier et al. (2015) brings up will be taken into
consideration. On the next page, Table 1 presents an overview of the Conceptual Framework for
Research Question One:
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Table 1: Conceptual Framework RQ1

Conceptual Framework for Research Question One
How should companies cooperate with influential profiles on Facebook to overcome the
obstacle within self-segmentation?
Articles

Content

A. Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore
(2013)

A. Self-segmentation.

B. Campbell, Ferraro & Sands (2014)

B. - Finding those who influence consumers.
- How the influence flow through social
media.
- How influence affect consumers
preferences.

C. Colliander & Erlandsson, (2015)

C. Sponsored posts.

D. Maier et al. (2015)

D. Millennials traits.

E. Quinton, (2013)

E. Different usage on various social media
platforms.

2.4.2 Conceptualization of RQ2
One considerable problem Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013), mention when using social
media in CRM, is the lack of knowledge on how to communicate and engage with selected
customers. According to Keyzer, Dens and Pelsmacker (2015) research, more personalized social
media advertisement is perceived more relevant, which also increases customer impression of the
brand and the chances of them clicking on the post. When data is collected on how millennials
perceive advertisement on Facebook, it will be analyzed if the personalized content matters.
In order to answer the thesis research question on how companies should engage with customers
through social media, inspiration is drawn from Smith (2011), who asked 571 millennials which
online advertisement they preferred to be reached by and how to get their attention online. The
order of the most preferred form of advertisement by millennials and what factors get their attention
best is present below:
•
•

The order of millennials preferred online advertising for was; Coupons, side-panel ads, ads
on YouTube, Email updates, ads in game, and lastly in form Pop-up ads.
The rank of which marketing strategy best reached millennials was; Graphics, Bright colors,
Interactive, Personalization, Simple, professional layout, ‘Free’ (the word).
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When gathering data, similar questions as Smith (2011) will be used and compared with his
conclusions. Due to this thesis focus on social media, all of Smith (2011) questions will not be
relevant to compare, and for this reason question more relevant to social media will be brought up.
Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy and Sashittal (2015) bring up how recent studies show Facebook
advertising perform poorly with an average click through rate at 0.2 percent in comparison with
the industry average of one percent using traditional banner ads. Taylor, Lewin and Strutton (2011)
mention an industry-sponsored study, were only 22 percent had a positive attitude towards
advertising on social media and that 8 percent had left a social media platform since they perceived
it to have too much advertisement. This will be compared to the data collected about millennials’
opinions of Facebook advertising and banner ads. Table 2 below, presents an overview of the
Conceptual Framework for Research Question Two:
Table 2: Conceptual Framework RQ2

Conceptual Framework for Research Question Two
What do companies need to take into consideration when communicating with
Millennials on Facebook?
Articles

Content

A. Smith (2011)

A. - Which advertisement Millennials prefer to
be reached by.
- How to get Millennials attention online.

B. Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore,
(2013)

B. How to communicate and engage with
selected customers.

C. Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy &
Sashittal (2015).

C. Facebook advertising perform poorly.

D. Taylor, Lewin & Strutton, (2011)

D. Advertisement is perceived negatively by
social media users.

E. Keyzer, Dens & Pelsmacker,
(2015)

E. More personalized social media
advertisement is perceived more positive
and relevant.

F. Maier et al. (2015)

F. Millennials traits.
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3. Research Methodology
This chapter presents the methodological approach for this thesis. In this chapter following topics
will be discussed: The Research Purpose, Research Approach and Research Strategy, Sample
Selection and Data Collection, Data Analysis, and lastly Validity and Reliability.

3.1 Research Purpose
The aim of this study is to describe how companies should use social media profiles to reach out
to the millennials and how to engage with them. A research purpose is usually exploratory,
descriptive, explanatory or a combination of two purposes (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009).
An exploratory study is used when researchers want to deal with a phenomenon in a new light. It
is especially helpful if you intend to clarify your understanding of a problem and if you are unsure
of the particularly nature of the problem. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009).
Cooper and Schindler (2013) mention, a descriptive study is used when researchers want to answer
the question who, what, when, where, and occasionally how. The descriptive research attempts to
describe or define a subject, usually by establishing a profile of a group of issues, people, or events
(Cooper & Schindler, 2013).
An explanatory research aims to institute causal relationships between different variables. The
center of gravity with explanatory studies is to study a situation or a problem and explain the
relationship between variables. (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009)
The choice of purpose for this thesis is a combination of a descriptive- and exploratory. This is due
to this thesis is describing millennials different preferences regarding Facebook, and also shed new
light on how companies should reach out to millennials via Facebook, since there are obstacles in
the area that has been highlighted earlier in this article.

3.2 Research Approach
Deductive theory explores the link between theory and practice. From earlier knowledge, and
theory discussed around one area, researcher deduce one or more hypotheses tested by empirical
research. (Bryman & Bell, 2013) This study is based on a broad field of segmentation and CRM
theories and is therefore composed in a deductive approach.
A research approach can be both quantitative and qualitative, where the difference between the two
is what type of data that will be used (Denscombe, 2003). A quantitative research approach involves
collecting numerical data and analyze the area in an objective manner. A qualitative research
approach is instead more focused on words than numbers and focuses on understanding the social
reality of how the subjects interprets the reality in the given environment. (Bryman & Bell, 2013)
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For this thesis, a qualitative method has been chosen. Instead of using numbers to create an
understanding of the phenomenon, the understanding comes from the use of words. This study
purpose is to get deeper data on millennials thoughts on how to improve company's social media
strategies. A qualitative research approach is more common in smaller studies than quantitative
method (Denscombe, 2003). Since this study is a small study, a qualitative approach fit better.

3.3 Research Strategy
There are five different categories when it comes to research strategies; experiments, survey,
archival analysis, history and case study. From Table 3, it is possible to discern that the following
factors need to take into consideration when a research strategy is chosen, which facilitate the
choice of strategy. (Yin, 2009)
Table 3: Relevant Research Strategies for Different Purposes

Method

Form of Research
Question

Requires Control of
Behavioral Events?

Focuses on
Contemporary Events?

Experiment

How, why?

Yes

Yes

Survey

Who, what, where,
how many, how
much?

No

Yes

Archival Analysis

Who, what, where,
how many, how
much?

No

Yes/no

History

How, why?

No

No

Case Study

How, why?

No

Yes

Source: Yin, 2009, p.8

The research strategy for this thesis is a case study. Denscombe (2003) mentions the case study
approach to be particularly useful when the researcher has no control over the events that occur.
Since the approach focuses on investigating phenomena as they occur naturally, it means that there
is no pressure on the researcher to impose control or change the circumstances (ibid.). Yin (2009)
describes case study as a useful strategy when the aim is to understand a contemporary
phenomenon, and it tries to bring new light on decisions such as; why they are made, how it was
conducted and what the results were. Denscombe (2003) also mentions that a case study is a more
suitable choice for small-scale projects.
A case study is a good fit in this research since it is not possible to control what an individual does
and how they behave on social media. Social media is also something that happens in the present,
is relatively new and is under a constant changing environment. The research questions the thesis
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is based on, is how companies should use social media to facilitate their segmentation and
communication with the millennial generation.

3.4 Data Collection
A focus group is a group interview, focusing specifically on a particular problem, product, service
or topic and depends on the interactive discussion among the participants (Saunders, Lewis &
Thornhill, 2009). According to Wilkinson (2014), focus group interviews distinguish from normal
interviews, by including the interaction between both other participants and the moderator. The
most common number of participants is six to eight, and almost never more than 12. Focus groups
are a particularly good choice of method when the aim of the research is to elicit the participants
understanding, opinions, and views, or to see how these expands in a social context. (Wilkinson,
2014)
This research collect data from two focus groups composed of eight participants in each group.
The focus groups give this thesis a deeper understanding of the participants’ opinions on how to
reach millennials through social media. By using focus groups, the dynamic and collaboration
between the participants helps to get a better idea of how the focus groups think millennials want
to be reached.
Focus groups are viewed as cheap, quick and easy to handle, and with these conveniences some
weaknesses are to be reckoned with. Within a traditional research framework, focus groups as a
method has a limited reliability and validity. (Wilkinson, 2014) Other issues with using focus
groups mentioned by Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009) is how some participants might
dominate the discussion, and some participant’s answers might be affected by peer pressure. To
prevent this from happening, rules and guidelines of how the focus group would proceed was stated
before the focus groups started. The participants in the focus groups was encouraged to give their
opinion especially if they differed from the rest of the group, in order to get all participants true
opinions. In order to get all participants opinions, the more quite participants were asked direct
questions.

3.5 Case Selection
The focus group could either be a pre-existing group of individuals such as, family members or
work colleagues, or it could be a specifically assembled group, who is a group recommended to be
relatively homogeneous in relation to variables such as occupation, social class, or age (Wilkinson,
2014). Bryman and Bell (2013) refer to this as purposive sampling, which is to be considered as a
non-probability selection and is beneficiary, as group participants can be conformed to the purpose
of this study.
The focus groups participants were specifically assembled groups with similarities in age and
education. The participants in the focus groups were business students at Luleå University of
Technology and born within the millennial generation age span. The reason why we chose business
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students as participants in the focus groups, were to their basic knowledge in marketing which we
believe has been beneficial for this study.

3.6 Data Analysis
Yin (2009) claims that there are four general different approaches to analyze the data collected:
Relying on theoretical propositions, developing a case description, using both qualitative and
quantitative data and examining rival explanations. This case study is based on previous theories
which have shaped the data collection, which in turn has been compared with prior research. The
strategy used for this study are relying on theoretical propositions.
Yin (2009) also mentioned that there are five different analytical techniques used in analyzing the
data:
• Pattern Matching
• Explanation Building
• Time-Series Analysis
• Logic Models
• Cross-Case Synthesis
For this study, explanation building was used, which is a form of pattern matching. The goal was
to build an understanding for this case study. It means that one wants to explain the phenomenon
by looking at how and why something occurs. (Yin, 2009)

3.7 Validity and Reliability
There are four different test commonly used in the attachment of quality in a study (Yin, 2009):
• Construct validity
• Internal validity
• External validity
• Reliability

3.7.1 Construct Validity
Construct validity is "Identifying correct optimal measures for the concepts being studied" (Yin,
2009, p.40). There are according to Yin (2009), three different tactics to increase the construct
validity; Use multiple sources of evidence, establish chain of evidence, and have key informant
review draft case study report.
The sources of information are from focus groups, which implies the information comes from
several sources. Establish chain of evidence emerges by showing what previous research have
come up with and is brought up in the conceptual framework. A supervisor and peers’ guidance
has increased the validity of this thesis.
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3.7.2 Internal Validity
For this study internal validity was not a problem. Internal validity is used according to Yin (2009),
when there is an explanatory study, which is when researchers want to know if the event x leads to
event y. Internal validity was not assessed in this study, due to it not being an explanatory study.

3.7.3 External Validity
External validity refer to how well the findings can be generalized beyond the case study. One of
the biggest problems with validity is to generalize a topic, especially when it comes to analyzing
qualitative data. The data collected should be generalized to the previous theory rather than against
the population. (Yin, 2009) This study was specific and the number of students taking part in the
focus groups were low, hence big generalizations was not possible. The findings in this study was
instead generalized to earlier research.

3.7.4 Reliability
Reliability is how exact the collection of the data is. If some other researcher would do this study,
the results should be the same. The objective is thus to reduce errors and confusions in this research
so other scientists are able to do the study and obtain the same result. (Yin, 2009) In order to ensure
this study’s reliability, proper documentation is required. The documentation that has been
implemented is recordings of the focus groups, and a detailed guide of the questions asked to the
focus groups. Since the focus groups was held in Swedish and later translated into English writing,
the authors double checked the data so nothing was excluded or wrongly interpreted. However, if
another researcher would do this study, it is not possible to ensure that observes and those who
participate in the study perceive the data the same way.
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4. Data Presentation
This chapter present the empirical findings. The data was gathered from two focus groups each
consisting of eight millennials studying business at LTU. The data presented is structured from the
interview guide and is divided in two section, each covering one of the research questions.
The two focus groups took place in a study room at Lulea University of Technical were both the
supervisor and the eight participants would fit. When the participants arrived, they were offered
coffee and snacks so they would feel comfortable. The focus group started with the authors
introducing, themselves, what this thesis would be about and why the participants had been chosen
for the focus groups.
When the introduction was done, the layout of the discussion was explained to the focus group.
They were told that there is no right or wrong answers. The participants were encouraged to share
their views even if it differed from the other participants. Ground rules were also laid out in order
to make sure they would show respect to one another, not interrupt a speaker, and that there would
only be one speaker at the time.
Before the focus group began, it was made clear with all of the participants that they would be
recorded during the session. They were told to start by introducing themselves by name, age, how
long they been studying, and in which business program they studied.
The interview guide for the focus groups can be find in Appendix 1. It consisted of 30 questions,
where some questions were more relevant to the research questions and framework than others. As
a safety precaution, all questions were asked, if it would later had turned out the study needed more
data.
In table 4 and 5 presented on the next two following pages, is information about the participants in
the two focus groups.
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Table 4: Participants in Focus Group One

Focus Group One
Participant

Age

Program

Years of university
Education

A

22

Bachelor Programme in
International Business
Administration

Undergraduate, year 1

B

22

Bachelor Programme in
International Business
Administration

Undergraduate, year 1

C

23

Master Programme in
Undergraduate, year 3
Business and Economics

D

23

Master Programme in
Undergraduate, year 2
Business and Economics

E

21

Bachelor Programme in Undergraduate, year 2
Business and Economics

F

20

Master Programme in
Undergraduate, year 2
Business and Economics

G

22

Bachelor Programme in Undergraduate, year 3
Business and Economics

H

21

Bachelor Programme in
International Business
Administration

18

Undergraduate, year 2

Table 5: Participants in Focus Group Two

Focus Group Two
Participant

Age

Program

Years of university
Education

A

29

Bachelor Programme in
Business and
Economics

Undergraduate, year 2

B

22

Bachelor Programme in
Business and
Economics

Undergraduate, year 3

C

22

Master Programme in
Business and
Economics

Undergraduate, year 2

D

23

Bachelor Programme in
Business and
Economics

Undergraduate, year 3

E

21

Bachelor Programme in Undergraduate, year 1
International Business
Administration

F

21

Bachelor Programme in Undergraduate, year 2
International Business
Administration

G

23

Master Programme in
Business and
Economics

Undergraduate, year 3

H

24

Bachelor Programme in
International Business
Administration

Undergraduate, year 2

4.1 Research Question One
In the first section of the focus groups, the participants discussed their preferences regarding
research question one.

4.1.1 Focus Group One
The first question asked to the group, was how posts on Facebook catches their attention. The
importance of a personal connection to a post was the first thing that came up, which everyone in
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the group were united around. A personal connection can occur in several ways, it can be through
a friend who “shared” a post, or that they themselves find interest in the post. The discussion lead
into the importance of the design of a post and what significance it has. When it comes to the design
of a post, the group agreed that the post should not consist of too much text and that the media in
the posts is vital for a person to engage with it.
When the group were asked about which Facebook profiles that first came up in their head, the
group had difficulties to think of any. The group explained that Facebook is not the platform on
which they usually use to follow influential profiles. They rather use Twitter, Instagram or
LinkedIn for that purpose, which they considered to be more personal platforms. The group found
the content on Facebook to consist of mostly irrelevant posts and that they only scroll through the
posts for lack of other things to do. The group mostly just used Facebook as a tool for school
projects or to communicate with friends through the messenger application.
The group discussed what would get them to follow a profile on Facebook, it was stated by the
group that the recommendations from friends offline or by being tagged in a profile’s post was the
most common way. One person mentioned there is another way when deciding to follow a profile.
The person explained that she had attend a seminar held by the profile, which resulted in her liking
the profile’s Facebook-page. The group discussed that it is important to feel a personal connection
or that they identify themselves with the influential profile. The group also thought it were
important that the profile’s personality stands out and that it does not feel like there is a company
controlling the profile’s Facebook-page.
When the group were asked which kind of social profiles they follow, responses received were
very mixed. Some categories mentioned were, sports figures, artists and comedians, which were
all individual-based interests. Something everyone within the group agreed on was the importance
of how influential profile should reflect themselves in some manner, or being perceived as a good
role model. The opinion in the group whether a post posted by a profile they follow catches more
attention than a regular post was unified. They interpret a better personal connection to post from
profiles they follow, and give those posts more attention.
When asked upon the group thoughts regarding profiles posting company sponsored posts, the
opinions within the group were divided. Some participants in the group thought it might be
perceived as insidious, while others thought it was okay as long as the profile has a vested interest
in the product they make a post about. They thought the profile should not only promote the product
for the sake of money. However, it is of importance the post feels natural and genuine and the
profile promotes a product relevant to what the profile is known from. A person emphasized a
profile could be perceived as a phony if the content emerged sponsored, without the profile telling
it.
When the group discussed the question on how honest profiles are when they post sponsored
content. One participant believed that profiles are not honest, but felt they does not have to be.
Another participant concurred and told she only feel joy for the profile if the profile can earn money
by publishing a post that others can get inspiration from. Other participants thought the opposite,
where one participant told it might be a conflict of interest if a profile get money to recommend a
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product if it later proves that the product is of poor quality. Another participant led the discussion
toward perhaps social media also needs laws that already exist in traditional media where it must
be clear that something is an advertisement.
It was also shared views when the group discussed whether profiles should be honest with their
sponsored posts or not. Some participants thought that profiles should not mention they are
sponsored, while others thought they should be honest. Something the group agreed on was that
profiles should only promote products they genuinely like. When the discussion revolved around
the largest profiles, the opinions were united within the group. The group thought it is quite obvious
that the more well known profiles are sponsored and therefore they might just as well be honest
about it. If it is too obvious among the smaller profiles that their posts are sponsored, the group felt
it would look strange for them to not to be honest. The discussion moved on and the group discussed
about more discrete products, for example, a shirt or watch. For products that a profile is promoting
by using them in everyday life situations in post, the majority of the group felt that the profile
should not display that the product is sponsored. One member in the group mentions that smaller
profiles have to be more careful to not show that their posts are sponsored if they decide to be
dishonest.
The group was united to think that the use of influential profiles is an effective way to reach the
millennials. However, the group explained that profiles with any sort of trust including in their job,
should avoid posting sponsored content. One mentioned example of a profile genre that should
avoid to post sponsored content is politicians. The group also came to the conclusion that
companies selling products with low brand loyalty should avoid marketing through influential
profiles. One participant in the group also stated that technology companies should avoid to use
profiles to advertise their products. The person perceived it as the company spend unnecessary
resources on ambassadors for the product instead of developing the product. If companies want to
use influential profiles within their marketing campaign on Facebook, the group’s unified view
were to turn to a profile which the consumer relate the product to, and that this profile can reflect
the company’s image.

4.1.2. Focus Group Two
The authors introduced the second focus group by asking the group what caught their attention on
Facebook. One participant in the group mentioned that current news was the first thing that popped
up in his head. The group arrived to the same conclusion as the other group, which were the
importance of the post's design in order to capture their attention on Facebook. One participant
mentioned the use of Facebook has changed, the participant declared it was different two years ago
from how it is today. Two years ago it was common for the participants to read through more
articles and posts, which the remaining participants agreed on.
Just as with the other group, there were no one in this group that uses Facebook for the purpose of
following influential people such as artists or celebrities. The group were unified with instead using
other platforms such as LinkedIn, Instagram or Twitter for that purpose. Two members of the group
could only come to think about profiles that focus on economics or politics on Facebook. For an
individual to start follow a profile on Facebook the group believed that the individual needed to
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have a personal connection to the profile or the topic that profile is writing about. The group also
believed the topic is more important to have a connection to than to the actual profile.
The group was asked if the posts from profiles they follow receive more attention from them than
the other posts that shows up in their feed. One participant answered, posts from profiles they
follow feels more relevant and it is the reason why they follow them, which is also something group
one discussed. However, another participant in the group mentioned he did not give any extra
attention to posts from profiles he follows. The person explained that it was due to most of the
profiles he follows are frequently putting up posts, which makes them just as pale as any other
posts.
The opinions within the group were divided when asked upon their thoughts on profiles that publish
company-sponsored posts. One participant thought it was okay as long as it does not become too
much of it. Another participant said that if it gets too much and the profile upload 3 sponsored posts
each day, he will feel exploited. The participant explained how he does not want to see himself as
a profile’s source of income. As some of the participants in the other group thought, there was also
a few in this group who thought it can be positive with sponsored posts due to the inspiration they
can get on products they otherwise would not have got. However, this group emphasized the risk
for the profile to be perceived as a phony. The group stated that it is good for the companies to
make use of sponsored posts, but it might be at the expense of the profile's own brand.
When the group discussed how open they think profiles are with the sponsored content they put
up, all participants in the group assumed that large and well known profiles are sponsored. The
participants thought it is better from a company's perspective for a profile to not display that they
are sponsored, they believed it has a better impact on sales. However, from the consumer's
perspective, the group believed it is better if the profile was opened about the sponsored content.
One participant mentioned that he does not want to know if a profile is sponsored or not, and
especially if it is a profile he looks up to. Group two's discussion were similar to what the first
group discussed on how open profiles should be when it comes to sponsored posts. The discussion
began with one participant mentioning that she interprets profiles as sellouts when they openly
write their posts are sponsored when it comes to everyday products. The group agreed with the
person that sponsored profile should not mention the sponsoring when it comes to such products
in order to avoid losing credibility. The discussion continued, and some in the group believed there
is a chance they would stop and check out the sponsored post without being annoyed, as long as
the product felt relevant to the profile. If a post is to provide inspiration, some of the participants
thought profiles should write where the product comes from, but the profile should be careful with
the post construction, so it does not look too obvious that the post is sponsored.
The group started to discuss how good millennials in general are at discovering sponsored posts
from profiles. The group agreed on believing millennials are more aware and more critical of it
than previous generation. Despite of the millennials awareness, the group still believed that
millennials is easily influenced by marketing. The group thought this was due to the large amount
of information and advertising millennials encounter each day.
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Participants in the Group believed the use of profiles is an effective way for companies to reach
out to their target audience, which is consistent with what the other group thought. The group also
thought politicians and authorities should not publish company-sponsored posts, as it may be
perceived as unprofessional. Another thing mentioned was that companies who wants to use
influential profiles on Facebook, need to invest their focus on finding known profiles, with good
values that goes in line with the company's values. Which in turn will attract customers in their
target market. The group believed that companies selling impersonal products should not make use
of influential profiles on Facebook, since it was considered to be unnecessary.

4.2 Research Question Two
In the second section of the focus group, the participants discussed how companies should use
Facebook to interact with, and obtain millennials attention.

4.2.1 Focus Group One
The first question asked to the group revolving the second research question, was which companies
they follow on Facebook. The participants named a bunch of different companies they found
interesting, but there were no genres that seemed more popular than the another. The discussion
instead went in another direction, and the participants agreed the use of Facebook has changed.
One person in the group mentioned he does not “like” pages as often as they did a few years ago,
and that he rather avoids companies’ Facebook-pages. The group later discussed that companies
that has a story with a theme in its advertising campaign may inflict more interest and hence a
larger chance for millennials to “like” their Facebook-page.
When asked about the group's views regarding suggested posts, it turned out that none of them
place any further notice to them. Their attention might be caught if the proposed post would be
something very special, such as a newly launched unique product, or something that meets their
need at that time. When they were asked how well suggested posts grabbed their attention in
relation to posts that their friend “liked”, the group was single-minded to think posts their friends
have “liked” feels less intrusive. The group felt a stronger personal connection to a posts if a friend
“liked” it, which make posts “liked” by friends more noticeable to them.
The discussion moved on and the group discussed what they thought about different forms of
advertising posts on Facebook. The group started to discuss photos, where one of the participant
would perceive it as a bit poor and lazy from the company’s side to just put up a picture. However,
if it is a large and reputable company, he would not mind, hence him already knowing who they
are. The person believed that less well-known companies that only posts a picture will not have the
same impact as the larger companies. Another participant agreed but added that it may be more
economically efficient to use an image when it is cheaper than producing a film. The discussion
continued, and one participant mentioned that an image can be used to promote something big that
will soon take place for example an event. One person brought up how the approach of the
advertisement is the most important to think of if the post is to be successful. The participant
explained that the user must receive and understand the message quickly. The group agreed that a
video is a better option than a picture to capture attention, where one of the participants expressed
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that an image may work better as a statement, while a movie is a better tool to tell a story. Another
person agreed and said that an image could be used when a company want to mediate a fast message
such as a promotional offer.
The group were asked how they perceived coupons on Facebook. The group felt that coupons does
not work so well on them, since it would not get them to buy a product they did not have any
previous intention on buying. If there is a product they already intend to buy and an offer comes
up, the group would only see the coupon as a bonus. The group was united in thinking that a coupon
is not the determining factor for them to buy a product.
An advertising form the group found to might be effective on Facebook were contests. However,
the group thought it depended on what kind of contest the company chose to make. They found
contest that required them to “like” or “share” a Facebook post to participate, felt dishonest and
impossible to win. One participant said that some contest with this form is fake which has given
the person the impression that all the contests with these characteristics is unreliable, which the rest
of the group agreed on. The group instead believed a better way to construct a contest, was to make
it a more creative contests, where the participants have to upload an image or a video. The group
found that contest where the participants in any form must interact gives a more serious impression
and that it raises the incentive to look up how the contest progress. The group also believed that
interactive contests reach out to a wider audience of users.
When it comes to advertisement located on the side panel on Facebook, the group did not pay any
further attention towards it. The group thought it was more effective for a company to put the
advertisement in the Facebook user's feed. However, the user will also get more irritated seeing an
advertising in their feed, which may give them a negative perspective of the company.
Out of the previously mentioned advertisement forms on Facebook, the group considered that a
video was the most effective. When the group were asked if they had another idea of how
companies could promote themselves. One member of the group mentioned, online Facebook
games linked to a company or an event might be an effective way to reach out to millennials.
When asked how companies should proceed to getting them to “like” their page, the group
answered that they believed it is difficult for the companies to get their “likes”. One in the group
mentioned that millennials are a hopeless case when it comes to trying to convince them to “like”
a company’s page on Facebook. The person explained, for a millennial to “like” a company's’
Facebook page, it likely has to be a company that the millennial has a previous interest in.
The participants were asked how they interact with companies on Facebook and if they rate and
review the company's Facebook page. None of the participants used Facebook for this purpose and
if they did it would probably be if a company in some way distinguished themselves really poorly
or really good. One participant mentioned that he would more likely rate or review a smaller
company, due to it having a larger impact than a rate or review on a larger company.
When it comes to put a “like” on a post, the group was united around it not requiring as much for
them in comparison to “commenting” on it. One participant mentioned that he most commonly
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“comments” when he tags a friend in a post he believes the friend wants to see, which the rest of
the group agreed on. For the group to "like" a post, the content in it must be something that they
found interesting. One in the group said that due to the reason that all Facebook friends are able to
see what you have “liked”, it is important for the posts to in some way reflects personality. The
group was likeminded in thinking, they needed to be able to identify themselves with a post if they
were to press "like".
When it comes to clicking "share" on a corporate post on Facebook, all group members were united
to not "share" any Facebook post often or rarely at all. For the group to "share" a post on Facebook,
it would have to be something really personal to them that they want other to see, or something that
aroused strong emotions. Some examples mentioned by the group was current news event or some
kind of statement such as "I am against child abuse".
The focus group discussion was wrapped up by asking the participants what they thought was the
most efficient way when it comes to reaching out to millennials on Facebook. The group quickly
agreed that a short, entertaining video that quickly captures attention, that viewer and the viewer’s
friends can relate to was the best approach. The group also believed that morally filled videos may
also be a good approach. Furthermore, the group also thought that the use of influential profiles is
an effective way to reach out to millennials. They mentioned that the most important thing when
working with influential profiles was to ensure that the profile felt relevant to the product and that
the profile that is promoting the product is generally interested and appreciate the product.

4.2.2. Focus Group Two
When the second focus group were asked which type of business pages they “like” on Facebook,
the discussion was just as with the other group, no particular genre. It depended more on the
participants’ personal interests and which companies the individuals had some sort of connection
to.
When the group were asked about their opinions on suggested posts on Facebook, some in the
group thought that if a posts were perceived as reasonable and targeted, they would perceive it
somewhat positive. But when it came to posts that are perceived as irrelevant, all participants just
perceived them as annoying. While some of the participants was not at all disturbed, or rather does
not care about the sponsored posts, other participants are disrupted on all suggested posts. This led
their Facebook usage to become lesser and lesser and instead move to other social media platforms
that better fulfill their needs. Everyone in the group felt that advertising on Facebook prevents them
from getting the information they want and disrupt the reason why they joined Facebook in the first
place.
When the group compared how their attention were caught by suggested post in relation to a post
that a friend “liked”, they thought similar as the other group. They felt it was more likely to be
interested in a post that their friends "liked". A person in the group explained that it may take quite
a lot to click "like" on something if not the friend has “liked” it first. However, another participant,
tabbed in and declared that he would not notice any differences in suggested and "liked" posts, the
reason for this was that he perceives most of his friends "liked" posts just as meaningless.
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The group were led into the question of various forms of advertising posts and what they thought
about them. The first form of advertising were images. Participants agreed they prefer a picture in
front of a post containing only text, as an image easier captures their interest. The group also came
to what that other group discussed, that a video is a better alternative than a picture to capture a
user's interest. The group thought that a video should be short and contain some form of comic
elements. Something the participants also came to conclude was that the video must grab attention
within the first five seconds and without a sound. This is due to videos on Facebook will
automatically play without sound when users encounter it while scrolling through the feed.
Coupon offer was only discussed briefly in the group and they quickly agreed that there can be a
good way to capture their interest, however, only if the product is something relevant. Which also
were brought up in the other group’s discussion.
When the discussion came towards contest on Facebook the discussion becomes more developed.
Contest that demanded the user to “like” or “share” a post to attend, were perceived just the same
as the other focus group. They thought that this form of competition seems frivolous and unrealistic
to win, when there are so many who participate in the competition. In order for a Facebook contest
to catch interest from the group, it need to be in a more interactive form. As in the other group, this
group also liked contests in which the individual must post pictures or videos, which gives the
contest a more serious approach. However, the participants in this group stated the chances of them
participating in a competition at all is extremely low. One participant said that if a Facebook contest
were presented offline there are a higher likelihood for him to participate.
When the group discussed advertisement located on the side panel, all participants agreed that they
pay minimal attention to it, due to them being used to it and know that there is only advertisement
there. They believed that advertising on the feed was more efficient, since they do not always
perceive it to be advertising, but there is also a higher chance of them getting annoyed by the
advertising if it did not feel relevant. Out of these communication tools, the group also considered
video to be the most effective to reach out to millennials. The group thought another approach to
reach out to millennials could be through top-list posts. These top-lists, lists up what is popular and
usually occurs on Facebook pages belonging to newspapers.
When asked upon the group, how companies can get millennials to "like" their page, the group
believed it to be difficult. The group brought up that the person will probably need to have a
personal connection or interest towards the company, which was also mentioned by the other group.
The group also thought it to be important for the company’s posts to have relevant content, so a
person who “liked” the page feel that it is okay to be associated with the company. The group was
confident that it is easier to "like" a page if their friends already "liked" it.
Just as in the other focus group, there were no one in this group who used Facebook to review or
rate on company pages. Many of the participants did not even know it was possible. If the members
of the group in the unlikely event should rate any company on Facebook, it would be due to the
company doing something really good or really bad. Which is also in line with what the other group
discussed.
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The participants in the group were united to think that it would take a lot for them to “comment”
on a corporate’s post. One of the participants suggested that he might do it if there was some kind
of reward meant. Another participant said that there is a chance that he would “comment” on
something, if he were to tag or was tagged by a friend in a post. A third participant mentioned she
might “comment” on a post if it encouraged her to share her own opinion. If the participants would
“like” a company’s post, the post would have to consist of something they personally could relate
to. It would have to be something relevant to them and something they want to be associated with.
The group were like-minded with the first group in thinking it would require a lot for them to
“share” a corporate post. Best chance would be if they had a close contact with the company. They
would only consider to “share” important posts that addresses serious problems, for example a
charity’s post.
To wrap up the focus group, participants were asked what they thought was the best way for
companies to reach out to millennials on Facebook. The group were sold on the idea that one of
the participant brought up earlier in the discussion, which was creative top-lists. The group also
agreed that short humorous videos were an excellent approach to reach out to millennials. The
group thought that the most important thing to think about when reaching out to millennials through
Facebook, is to select the right audience, adapt the content to them and ensure that the targeted
audience want be associated with their content.
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5. Data Analysis
In this chapter, the data presented in the previous chapter, will be compared with the conceptual
framework from chapter 2.
Something that permeated both the focus groups were how their personal interests govern their
actions and use of Facebook, which is consistent with the character trait that Maier et al. (2015)
show that millennials possess.

5.1 Research Question One
RQ1: How should companies cooperate with influential profiles on Facebook to overcome the
obstacles within self-segmentation?
Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013) state that if companies can find influential profiles, it can
help them in their segmentation process. Based on the participants' responses from the focus
groups, the purpose of millennials’ Facebook usages is not to follow influential profiles. Instead
millennials use other social media platforms for this purpose, since they perceive other platforms
as more personalized. This is consistent with Quinton (2013) study, that mentions that social
media users are using different platforms for different purposes.
As also Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013) mention, the information about how users think
when they choose to follow a profile would be interesting to know. The answer received from the
focus groups was consistent with Maier et al. (2015) study, that if they were to follow a profile on
Facebook, it must be of personal interest.
Campbell, Ferraro and Sands (2014) discuss the question on how to find these influential profiles.
The participants in the focus group mentioned it must be from the individual's personal interests if
they decide to follow a profile, which can make it difficult for a company to find the right profile.
However, the focus groups considered that there are some things companies should take into
consideration when looking for a profile. Firstly, it is preferable if the profile is active within the
same area as the company, which makes it easier to associate a profile with a brand. Secondly, the
profile should have similar characteristic traits as the company and that they mirror each other in a
positive way. Otherwise the collaboration would most likely be perceived as forced.
Something that was consistent with Colliander and Erlandsson (2015) findings, were that the
participants felt that companies must be aware of when it comes to how the profile acts and the
arrangement of the sponsored posts. The participants felt that it could damage the profile’s image
and credibility if it emerged that a post is sponsored. However, something that was not discussed
in the focus groups was how businesses are affected when a profile's credibility is reduced. Results
from the focus groups, suggest that it would be beneficial for companies if the profile manages to
keep the collaboration secret. The group believed it would affect customers in a more positive
manner and thereby increase sales.
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From Campbell, Ferraro and Sands (2014) issue of how influence affects consumers, the focus
groups mention millennials are easily influenced by marketing. Even though they are well aware
that it precedes. Based on what the focus groups discussed, advertising through influential profiles
is an effective way for companies to reach their target audience and especially the millennials.
Table 6: Data Analysis RQ1

Data Analysis of RQ1
Framework

Focus groups

A. Canhoto, Clark &
Finnemore (2013)
Self-segmentation.

A. Influential profiles can help with the self-segmentation
process, but Facebook is the wrong platform to use for this
strategy in order to reach out to millennials.

B. Campbell, Ferraro
& Sands (2014)
Finding those who
influence consumers.
How the influence flow
through social media.
How influence affect
consumers preferences.

B. Individual’s personal interest is the main reason for
following a profile.
Companies should choose an influential profile that
genially enjoys the product and has similar characteristics
and values as the company.
Millennials are well aware of marketing, but are still
influenced by it. It works similar with sponsored content
from influential profiles.

C. Colliander &
Erlandsson, (2015)
Sponsored posts

C. The influential profiles should not be too open with the
sponsored content in order to not be appear as a sellout.

D. Quinton, (2013)

D. Millennials turns to other social media platforms that they
find more personalized than Facebook, when following
influential profiles.

Different usage on
various social media
platforms.
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5.2 Research Question Two
What do companies need to take into consideration when communicating with millennials on
Facebook?
According to Smith (2011,) there is a massive concern that customers find some sorts of digital
marketing to be intrusive and annoying. When the focus groups were asked about their opinions
on advertisement in the form of a suggested post on Facebook there was a lot of different opinions
between the groups. The participants in the first focus group did not invest any further notice to
suggested posts, and would only give attention to them if they were something extra special, for
example a newly launched unique product. This correspond with what Hodis,
Sriramachandramurthy and Sashittal (2015) brought up, how Facebook advertising perform poorly
with an average click through rate at 0.2 percent in comparison with the industry average of one
percent using traditional banner ads. In the second group, some participants would find all the
suggested post to be annoying, while some participant perceived them quite positive, as long as the
post seemed relevant to them. All the participant was unified in thinking that irrelevant suggested
post was annoying. This correspond with Keyzer, Dens and Pelsmacker (2015) research that
concludes that more personalized social media advertisement is perceived more relevant and
positive by the customers. Both of the group, except one participant in group two was unified in
perceiving corporate suggested post showed in their feed to be more intrusive than corporate post
that appeared in their feed due to their friends liking the post.
Smith (2011) mentions that marketing strategies need to be formed in order to engage customer
instead of annoying them. Smith (2011) asked millennials, which form of digital advertising they
prefer, where the order of preferred advertisement was; Coupons, Side-panel ads, YouTube ads,
ads in game form and lastly pop-up ads. When the focus group were asked about their opinions on
different forms of advertisement on Facebook, some adaptations had to be made so the forms better
suited Facebook. The two groups were asked about their opinions on; post with a picture, post with
a video, post with a coupon, post with a contest, and side-panel ads. Both groups agreed that the
using a picture was a better alternative than to only post text. Group one also mentioned that
pictures might be the best alternative to send out a quick promotional message, due to millennials
short attention span. Both groups were unified to think that video was a better form of advertise
than pictures. The importance of the video being short, conclude some element of comedy and
quickly grab the viewer's attention during first second of the video, was something both group
brought up. Group two also mentioned that it is necessary that the first seconds of the movie can
get the viewer's attention without sound, due to Facebook videos starts to play by themselves when
the user scroll past them.
In Smith (2011) research, coupons were according the millennials the most appreciated way to be
reached. The data collected from the focus groups do not go against this, but it does not either
support it. Both of the groups answered, they do not pay too much attention to coupons on
Facebook. They thought that a coupon just might be a bonus if it was relevant and they already
decided to purchase the product.
When it comes to contests as an advertisement form on Facebook, both of the group thought that
contest where they were required to “like” and “share” a company’s post seemed frivolous,
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unreliable, and unrealistic to win. The groups instead thought more interactive contests on
Facebook, were the goal is to post a picture or video, and somehow relate that content to the
company seemed much more trustworthy and interesting.
Smith (2011) also investigated which marketing strategy most effectively grabbed millennials
attention. The rank of the strategies was; Graphics, Bright colors, Interactive, Personalization,
Simple, professional layout, ‘Free’ (the word). When the focus groups were asked what kind of
content got their attention and throughout the whole focus group session, personalized content was
something that brought up. The importance of the content being personalized or involve an area of
their interest was mentioned several times. Both groups also mentioned that the main objective
while scrolling through the feed is to “kill time”. Therefor videos were considered as the form of
medium that most efficiently caught their interest. Ballings, Van den Poel and Bogaert (2016) bring
up a strategy where the aim is to adapt the length, type, and timing of a post in order to increase
the number of interactions which leads to the post reaching more users. As for the type, length and
timing of the clips, the focus groups suggested them to be short, humorous, and that they quickly
grabbed their attention.
Canhoto, Clark and Fennemore (2013) state that one considerable problem of using social media
in CRM is the lack of knowledge on how to communicate and engage with selected customers. To
get a better understanding of this, the groups were asked what would make them interact with a
company in form of “liking”, “commenting”, “Sharing” a post. When it comes to “liking” a post
the group agreed that it was more common for them to “like” than “commenting”. Both groups
thought that the post needed to be relevant and reflect them in some manner, since “liking” a post
makes it pop up in friend's Facebook feed. Due to this, both groups are cautious when interacting
with posts on Facebook, and thinks an extra time if they want to be associated with the content.
This corresponds with Maier et al. (2015) description on millennials being self-expressive. Both
groups mentioned that the most common way of them “commenting” on a post, was if they could
recognize their friends in the content in the post. This would make them tag their friends in the
post. “Sharing” a post on Facebook was something the participants of the groups rarely or never
did. Both groups would only consider to “share” a post, if the post brought up a relevant issue
probably posted form a charity’s page.
According to the focus groups, it does not seem like millennials want to interact with companies
on Facebook. This is comparable to Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy and Sashittal (2015) article,
which mentions how the click ratio is low on Facebook ads, it is clear to see a pattern, that Facebook
might not be the right social media platform to interact with millennials. Both the focus groups also
mentioned that their interest of Facebook has begun to decline, due to the excessive amount of
irrelevant content and advertisement. Which support Taylor, Lewin and Strutton, (2011) study that
only 22 percent of the users have a positive attitude towards social media advertisement and 8
percent have left a network since.
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Table 7: Data Analysis RQ2

Data Analysis of RQ2
Framework

A.
•
•

Smith (2011)
Which advertisement millennials
prefer to be reached by?
How to get millennials attention
online?

Focus group

A. According to the data collected, millennials prefers
short, funny videos that quickly grabs their attention.
However, a picture could be more effective if the
company just want to send out a quick message.
The most important aspect of the medium is that the
content feels personalized and relevant to the
millennials.

B. Canhoto, Clark & Fennemore,
(2013)
• How to communicate and engage
with selected customers.

B. Millennials are careful when interacting on
Facebook due to their activities are visible to their
friends. Millennials would most often like a post if
they can relate to it, comment on a post if they
recognize their friend in the content of the post, and
only share the post if they strongly care for it.

C. Hodis, Sriramachandramurthy
& Sashittal (2015)
• Facebook advertising perform
poorly.

C. Our data suggest that millennials do not invest any
further notice to Facebook ads. When they do, it is
mostly in a negative light.

D. Taylor, Lewin & Strutton,
(2011)
• Advertisement has a negative
effect on social media.

D. Our data suggest that millennials have a negative
perception on advertisement on Facebook. Due to
the increase of ads on the site, their usage have
declined.

E. Keyzer, Dens & Pelsmacker,
(2015)
• More personalized social media
advertisement is perceived more
positive and relevant.

E. The data collected agrees that millennials perceive
personalized content more positive and relevant.
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6. Findings and Conclusions
The last chapter of this thesis consists of the findings and conclusions. The goal of this study is to
achieve the purpose and answer the two research questions. The chapter concludes by a
description of Research Contributions, Implications for Practitioners, Research Limitations and
Suggestions for Further Research.

6.1 Answers to Research Questions
For RQ1, from our findings it was revealed that Facebook is not the social media platform that
millennials mainly use to follow influential profiles. Our conclusion is that millennials are critical
and aware of profiles promoting companies. Yet, the millennials are considered easily influenced
by advertisement and sponsored content, due to the massive amount of interactions with it each
day.
If a company want to use an influential profile on Facebook in marketing purpose, our research
suggest that companies should collaborate with a profile that feels relevant to them. It is even better
if the profile and the company characters’ match. Our research also suggests companies to work
with a profile that is able to include the sponsored content with the profiles own content in a smooth
and discreet way. If a company choose a profile in this manner, it will prevent the profile to be
perceived as a sell-out which our data suggest is profitable for the company.
The findings clearly show that the usage of influential profiles in a company's segmentation
strategy is an effective way for companies to reach the desired audience, but it also shows that
companies should consider to use other social media platforms than Facebook.
For RQ2, to attract millennials’ attention on Facebook our findings conclude a short, humorous
video that grabs the viewer's attention instantaneously to be the best approach. If a company just
want to send out a quick promotional message, a picture can be a better alternative, due to
millennials short attention span. Coupons were not as good of an approach as it appears in the
theory. Companies need to be aware that coupons can be a good way to capture millennials
attention, but only if the millennial individual find the coupon to be relevant. If a company chose
to interact with millennials by arranging a contest on Facebook, it is important to give the contest
a serious impression. Contests where participants need to just simply “like” our “share” a
company’s post is perceived as frivolous and unreliable. Our findings suggest companies to instead
construct an interactive contest where the participants post own content in form of pictures and
videos to participate. Our findings suggest that millennials find interactive contest to be more
reliable than contest where the aim is to “like” or “share” a company’s post.
Our research concludes millennials in general do not want to interact with companies on Facebook
in form of “Liking”, “commenting”, or “sharing” their content. Due to all the users’ interactions
pops up in the Facebook-feed, millennials are particularly careful with their interactions. If a
millennial interact with a company’s post, it need to reflect the individual in a manner of how the
person want to be perceived by his or hers Facebook-friends.
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Facebook may not be as good customer engagement tool as thought when we started to write this
thesis. Millennials do not pay any further attention to suggested posts on Facebook. The suggested
post must contain information relevant to a millennial for the person to notice it and have a positive
attitude towards it. Another finding is that millennials Facebook usages has begun to decline and
moved over to other platforms such as Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn. This is due to millennials
finding the feed on Facebook to be irrelevant, impersonalized and overwhelmed with
advertisement.

6.2 Research Contributions
This thesis has provided a better understanding of how organizations can use Facebook both during
their segmentation process and customer engagement with millennials. Based on the purpose, two
research questions were stated. We have implemented a conceptual framework of both research
questions which is the base for the interview guide that were used in the focus groups. From the
collected data, we found both support and inconsistencies to the theory used in the conceptual
framework. The conclusion is that further research is recommended to see if the theories holds in
the constantly changing environment of social media.

6.3 Implications for Practitioners
This section presents aspects of how companies could use influential profiles and their own page
on Facebook to engage with millennials.
•

The first recommendation this thesis provides to companies, is to focus on another social
media platform than Facebook, if they want to work with influential profiles. None of the
participants in this study used Facebook to follow influential profiles.

•

If a company consider to work with an influential profile on any social media, they should
collaborate with a profile that is able to convey the company’s values, and be perceived as
relevant to their product.

•

The best way for companies to capture millennials’ interest on Facebook, is to post short,
entertaining videos with an interesting and capturing beginning.

•

Furthermore, if a company consider to conduct a contest to engage millennials, it is
important that the contest is based on something more than simply “liking” or “sharing” a
post. The participants of the focus groups thought a contest where the aim is to post an own
picture or video seems more interesting and credible.
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6.4 Research Limitations
Every research has its own limitation, as do this one. One limitation of this study was the time
limit, when only ten weeks were given for finishing the thesis. If more time were provided, a more
extensive data collection could have been conducted. That could have resulted in an increased
number of focus groups, or look at few more social media platforms other than just Facebook.
Another limitation, is that there has been no data collection from company's' point of view, which
could have been gathered through interviews with marketing managers who work with what the
thesis is investigating. A limitation is also the participants background. They were all business
students, which gives a small perspective on what the whole millennial generation think of
companies and influential profiles on Facebook.

6.5 Suggestions for Further Research
During the process of this thesis we have encountered various aspects not covered by this
research. It will therefore be interesting for further research in the suggestions presented below.
•

Instead of focusing on Facebook, the study can be conducted with a focus on another social
media platform. Two interesting platforms that came up during the focus groups was,
Instagram and Twitter.

•

To conduct a quantitative study, to see if our conclusions correspond in a more expand
research which cover a larger amount of participants.

•

Gather data from other sources than just business students, it can give an interesting point
of view on the subject.

•

To do a study where the researchers follow millennials’ social media usage to track their
movements on social media. To get a deeper understanding in what grabs their attention.

•

It would be interesting to analyzing a company that collaborate with an influential profile,
to see how profitable the collaboration really is for the company.

•

Conduct interviews instead of focus groups, the findings could alter.
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Appendix 1
Focus group questions
RQ1: How should companies cooperate with influential profiles on Facebook to overcome the
obstacles within self-segmentation?

Which is the first Facebook-profile/page that pops up in your head and which genre does do the
profile belong to?
What kind of content on social media grabs your attention?
• Why does it grab your attention?
What encourage you to follow a Facebook page?
How is the process when you decide to follow a Facebook page?
If they have trouble finding answers, some examples could be:
• Are you actively looking for the page?
• Does it appear in your feed?
• Did a friend recommend it?
What type of social media profile do you follow? I. Is there any specific genre?
Why do you follow them?
• If they have trouble finding answers, some examples could be:
• Inspiration
• Entertainment
Do you give extra attention when a page you follow post something new?
What is your opinions on company sponsored content that the profile you follow put in their posts?
How well do you think millennials in general notice sponsored content posted by the profiles they
follow?
How honest do you think that the profiles are with their sponsored content?
How honest do you think the profiles should be with the sponsored messages and how should they
post it? (Do you think the profile should be honest and tell that the post is sponsored or do you
prefer that the profile you follow should focus on getting the sponsored message in the content
good enough that you do not notice it?)

Do you think it's a smart approach for businesses to make use of influential Facebook profiles, or
is there a better way to reach millennials via Facebook?
Is there any branch you believe that profile with a large amount of followers should avoid to
marketing?
Are there any genres of Facebook-pages that should avoid publishing sponsored content?
What do you think is most important for a company to have in mind if it want to market itself
through an influential Facebook-profile?
Is there anything else you would like to add before we move on?

RQ2: What do companies need to take into consideration when communicating with millennials
on Facebook?
What kind of companies do you “like”/follow on Facebook?
In the Facebook-feed, it sometimes appears suggested posts, that companies paid for you to see.
• How do you perceive them?
Do you perceive suggested posts different from the company posts that friends “liked”?
What are your opinions on the following advertising from that pops up in your Facebook-feed?
• Pictures
• A video
• Coupons
• Contest
• Sid- panels in general
Which of these forms do you consider to be most effective as a communication tool in order to get
a millennial's attention? Is there any other way for companies to reach out to you that also works?
How do a company get your attention on Social Media?
What would encourage you to “like” a company's’ Facebook- page?
What kind of companies do you rate or review on their Facebook-page?
How can a company encourage you to rate or review them?
What would encourage you “comment” on something posted by a company?
What would encourage you “like” something posted by a company?

What would encourage you “share” something posted by a company?
On Facebook, what do think is the best way for companies to be reach millennials?

